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Whitey: United States of America vs. James J. Bulger Number 2 on America's
Most Wanted list after Osama Bin Laden, James 'Whitey' Bulger terrorized the
city of Boston for years without ever being charged with so much as a
misdemeanor. Bulger was a monster, murdering over a dozen known victims,
but did the FBI and local law enforcement give his reign of terror over South
Boston a free pass? Director: Joe Berlinger; stars Stephen Rakes,
James 'Whitey' Bulger, Tommy Donahue. Magnolia
Begin Again An ambitious young female singer moves to New York City in
search of stardom, but finds only disappointment until falling for a struggling
record-industry executive who helps her down the road to fame. Songwriting
duo Gretta (Keira Knightley) and Dave (Adam Levine) had been dating since
college when they decided to seek their fortune in NYC. When Dave is signed
by a major label, temptation proves too powerful for him to resist and the
couple call it quits. Crestfallen, Gretta fights to get back on her feet until one
night, while performing in the East Village, she catches the attention of Dan
(Mark Ruffalo), a once-respected music executive who's since fallen on hard
times. Enchanted by Gretta's powerful voice and skillful songwriting, Dan
convinces her to join him in a collaboration that will transform them both over
the course of one unforgettable summer. Starz/Anchor Bay
The Last Supper Witness a young peasant's meteoric rise to power in this
action-packed martial arts saga from renowned director Lu Chuan. During the
tumultuous last days of the Qin dynasty, the commander of the era's most
powerful army recognizes great potential in an inexperienced laborer named
Liu. When he gives Liu command of thousands of officers, he unwittingly sets
in motion a chain of events that will put his own life in peril and determine the
fate of a nation. praised by audiences and critics, The Last Supper chronicles
the brutality of war and the devastation of betrayal. Cinedigm
The Taking of Deborah Logan Mia Medina (Ang) has finally found the perfect
subject for her PhD thesis film on Alzheimer's Disease. For the next several
months, cameras will record the everyday life of mother Deborah Logan
(Larson) and her daughter Sarah (Ramsay). But as the days progress, strange
things begin to happen around Deborah that are not consistent with any
findings about Alzheimer's. It becomes apparent that there's something
besides Alzheimer's that has taken control of Deborah's life. It's an evil that is
far worse than the debilitating disease with which she was first diagnosed.
Millennium
Breaking The Edge A woman face pregnancy complications from strange
events that are either psychological or supernatural. A mysterious figure holds
the key in this haunting horror-thriller set in modern-day Savannah. Rising star
Rebecca De Casta leads a cast that includes Andie MacDowell and Milo
Ventimiglia. Random/Cinedigm
Tasting Menu One of the greatest restaurants in the world is closing, and an
eclectic mix of international patrons have arrived in beautiful Catalonia for the
final dinner service in this witty and delicious ensemble comedy.
Tasting Menu, centered on culinary delights, is a crowd-pleasing combination
of relationships, feuds, and broken dreams that are mended through the
simple act of "breaking bread" and the universal appreciation of great food.
Magnolia
Annie Oakley Complete Collection Television's first female heroine was Gail
Davis and Gail Davis was "Annie Oakley." Oddly, after co-starring with Gene
Autry in features, Gail wasn't considered at first for the sharpshooting gal
when Gene's Flying A proposed the series. Eventually, Gail persuaded
producers to give her the role she was born to play. From age 27 on, Gail never
stopped being Annie Oakley. Annie, deputy sheriff Lofty (Brad Johnson) and
Annie's kid brother Tagg (Jimmy Hawkins) kept law and order in Diablo,
Arizona, from '54-'57. This package includes all 81 half hour episode digitally
restored; a labor of love for Gail's daughter Terrie who tells us, "Mother was
very appreciative of your loyalty and proud of Annie's character and all she
stood for. Cinedigm
A Letter to Momo The last time Momo saw her father they had a fight. Now all
she has left to remember him by is an incomplete letter penned with the
words "Dear Momo," but nothing more. Moving with her mother to the remote
Japanese island of Shio, Momo soon discovers three yokai living in her attic, a
trio of mischievous spirit creatures that only she can see and who create
mayhem in the tiny seaside community as she tries desperately to keep them
hidden. But these funny monsters have a serious side and may hold the key to
helping Momo discover what her father had been trying to tell her. Cinedigm
Good People A debt-ridden couple believe that all of their financial problems
are solved when they discover a stash of cash in their dead tenant's apartment,
but realize their lives are in danger from the thief who will kill to get it back.
Tom (James Franco) and Anna (Kate Hudson) are a young couple who have
sunk all of their finances into renovating Anna's childhood home in London.
Over time, they've transformed it into their dream house. But just as this happy
couple prepares to start a family, legal problems threaten to dash their dreams
of becoming parents. Meanwhile, Tom and Anna are deeply shaken when they
find their downstairs neighbor dead, the victim of an apparent homicide. The
silver lining in the gruesome discovery is the fact that he's left $400,000 in
stolen cash behind. On the heels of a heated debate, they decide to keep the
cash, and use it to help pull them up out of debt. Unfortunately the thief who
stole the cash wants it back. When he finds out they have it, there will be hell
to pay. Millennium
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Hercules Dwayne Johnson stars as the son of Zeus in this Brett
Ratner-directed adaptation of Steve Moore's Radical Comics graphic novel
The Thracian Wars. As the story opens, a haunted Hercules (Johnson) travels
Greece with his five loyal companions, capitalizing on his heroic reputation by
selling his services for gold. When a malevolent warlord threatens to thrust
the kingdom of Thrace into chaos, however, its desperate ruler and his
daughter turn to Hercules to restore the peace. In order to succeed, Hercules
must once again summon the strength and valor that once made him a myth
among men. Joseph Fiennes, Ian McShane, and Rufus Sewell co-star.
Paramount
The Christmas Ornament Newly widowed Kathy plans to skip out on decking
the halls and trimming the tree this Christmas, trying to avoid anything that
will bring back memories of her late husband. The only Christmas tradition
she will observe is baking cookies for her friends, a passion since she was a
child. When Kathy meets handsome Christmas tree shop owner Tim, their
undeniable chemistry - along with an ornament Tim gives her that symbolizes
hope-helps Kathy open up to the joys of the season again. With the support of
her best friend Jenna, and the budding relationship with Tim, Kathy begins to
embrace the hopeful message of the ornament. Although Kathy wants to take
a chance on Tim, she struggles to find the balance between preserving the
memory of her husband and moving on with her own future. Is the Christmas
ornament a sign that she can have a hopeful future Hallmark
A Very Merry Mix-Up Shop owner Alice Chapman (Alicia Witt) is nervous to
meet her future in-laws at Christmas, especially because she is arriving ahead
of her new fiancé, Will Mitchum (Scott Gibson). Alice's trip becomes more
stressful when her luggage is lost and her phone is damaged, leaving her no
way to find Will's family! As fate would have it, she meets her future
brother-in-law, Matt Mitchum (Mark Wiebe), at baggage claim and is happy to
get a ride home with him. As Alice meets Matt's doting family, mom Penny
(Susan Hogan), dad Joe (Richard Fitzpatrick) and Grandpa Charles (Lawrence
Dane), she falls in love with their festive holiday traditions. Hallmark
Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site As the sun sets behind the big
construction site, all the hardworking trucks get ready to say goodnight. One
by one, Crane Truck, Cement Mixer, Dump Truck, Bulldozer, and Excavator finish
their work and lie down to rest-so they'll be ready for another day of rough
and tough construction play! The release also includes other animal antics all
new to DVD: I'm Fast, Officer Buckle and Gloria, and That Book Woman.
Cinedigm
Hi Fly Guy A fly changes some minds in this tale-first, by astounding the lad
who captures him in a jar, then, thanks to some fancy flying, by convincing the
lad's parents the judges of the Amazing Pet Show that he's more than just a
nuisance. A pop-eyed, self-confident mite, Fly Guy's up to any challenge. The
release also includes other animal antics all new to DVD: And Then It's Spring,
The Ant & The Grasshopper and The Mysterious Tadpole. Cinedigm
Perry Mason Movie Collection: Case of the Maligned Mobster - Ruthless
Reporter. The Case Of The Maligned Mobster When a former gangster's wife
ends up dead at the hands of a hitman, her husband is the first suspect. After a
very public fight between the two, the case looks open and closed for the
widowed mobster. Believing that everyone deserves a fair defense, Perry
(Raymond Burr) and Ken Malansky (William R. Moses) uncover clues and delve
even further into the shady mobster's past. The Case Of The Ruthless Reporter
An egotistical anchorman is found murdered in a garage, but any number of
his acquaintances could have been behind the shooting. When it is revealed
that the newsman was also blackmailing multiple coworkers, it's up to Perry
Mason (Raymond Burr) to discern which of the reporter's enemies despised
him enough to end his life. Paramount
Perry Mason Movie Collection: Case of the Desperate Deception - The Case
of Poisned Pen. The Case Of The Desperate Deception Perry Mason (Raymond
Burr) takes to Paris after an accused former SS officer is murdered and the
prime suspect is an old friend's son. The case becomes more complicated as
secrets that have been hidden for half a century are finally revealed. Ken
Malansky (William R. Moses) tags along to gather clues and uncover the truth
behind a mystery that spans decades. When an author is murdered at a
mystery writers conference, Perry Mason (Raymond Burr) must use any clues
he can to solve the whodunit. It won't be easy when multiple attendees were
either a former friend or current enemy of the writer, who was known to
plagiarize often. Perry defends the main suspect, who happens to be the
ex-wife of the victim, as well as a friend of Della (Barbara Hale). Paramount
Perry Mason Movie Collection: Case of the Defiant Daughter - Silenced
Singer. The Case Of The Defiant Daughter When a father goes to Las Vegas
and pulls a gun on the man who drove his brother to suicide, he seems like
the obvious culprit. However, the suspect's daughter approaches Perry Mason
(Raymond Burr), who happens to be in Las Vegas, and asks that he defend her
father. The plot thickens as Ken Malansky (William R. Moses) and Della Street
(Barbara Hale) help gather clues that reveal the victim was blackmailing
multiple people. The Case Of The Silenced Singer Shortly after a fight with her
manager and husband, a demanding diva is found dead in her bedroom. As a
former law teacher of the accused, Perry Mason (Raymond Burr) comes to his
defense, but his attempts to unravel the mystery behind her suspicious death
are impeded when it is discovered that multiple people may have wanted her
dead. Paramount
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Jersey Boys is a musical biography of the Four Seasons - the rise, the tough
times and personal clashes, and the ultimate triumph of a group of friends
whose music became symbolic of a generation. Far from a mere tribute
concert (though it does include numbers from the popular Four Seasons
songbook), Jersey Boys gets to the heart of the relationships at the center of
the group-with a special focus on frontman Frankie Valli, the small kid with the
big falsetto. In addition to following the quartet's coming of age as
performers, the core of the show is how an allegiance to a code of honor
learned in the streets of their native New Jersey got them through a multitude
of challenges: gambling debts, Mafia threats and family disasters. Jersey Boys
is a glimpse at the people behind a sound that has managed to endure for
over four decades in the hearts of the public. Warner
Irving Berlin's White Christmas is a treasure trove of Irving Berlin's most
memorable songs, among them "Count Your Blessings Instead of Sheep,"
"Sisters," Mandy" and the beloved holiday song, "White Christmas." This
Diamond Anniversary Edition Combo Pack includes the Blu-ray and DVD
versions of this timeless musical plus new special features and a bonus
12-song Christmas music CD! Two talented song-and-dance men (Bing Crosby
and Danny Kaye) tram up after the war to become one of the hottest acts in
show business. one winter they join forces with sister act (Rosemary Clooney
and Vera-Ellen) and trek to Vermont for a white Christmas. The result is stuff
dreams are made of. Paramount
Rudolph The Red Nose Reindeer 50th Anniversary The modern Christmas
classic is brought to life in this stop-motion animated feature. Rudolph is
shunned by the other reindeer because of his strange red nose. Rudolph and
Herbie the Elf decide to run away and wind up having a series of adventures,
meeting the Abominable Snowman and making their way through the Land
of Misfit Toys before coming back in time to help Santa on Christmas Eve.
Classic Cinema
Tammy After crashing her car, getting fired, and discovering her husband is
sleeping with her neighbor, a woman named Tammy (Melissa McCarthy)
decides to pack up and hit the road -- with her grandmother. Visiting Niagara
Falls with her granny, Pearl (Susan Sarandon), isn't exactly Tammy's first choice,
but she needs to clear her head with the freedom of the open highway, and
some quality time with her unconventional grandma might be just what the
doctor ordered. Warner
Happy Christmas comes a comedy about an irresponsible 20-something,
Jenny (Anna Kendrick) who arrives in Chicago to live with her older brother
Jeff (Joe Swanberg) and his novelist wife, Kelly (Melanie Lynskey) after a
break-up. Jenny's arrival shakes up their quiet domesticity as she and her
friend Carson (Lena Dunham) instigate an evolution in Kelly's life and career.
Paramount
Ren 911! Complete Series The lives of seven incompetent Reno sheriff's
deputies are detailed in this "Cops" style parody. Among the colorful
characters are Lt. Jim Dangle, the short shorts-wearing, flamboyantly gay
supervisor; Deputy James Garcia, who makes police brutality an art form;
Deputy Trudy Wiegel, the manic depressive, socially awkward officer; Deputy
Clementine Johnson, the skanky former magician's assistant; Deputy Travis
Junior, the redneck who is never seen without his kevlar vest and sunglasses;
Deputy S. Jones, the semi-competent ladies' man; and Deputy Raineesha
Williams, the bootylicious black cop with an attitude. Paramount
Frontera Set along the tumultuous Arizona-Mexico border,Frontera follows
Miguel (Michael Pena), a hardworking father and devoted husband who
crosses the border illegally and is wrongfully accused of murdering the wife
(Amy Madigan) of a former sheriff (Ed Harris). Miguel's pregnant wife (Eva
Longoria) lands in the hands of corrupt Mexican "Coyote" smugglers as she
tries to help her husband, while the ex-lawman investigates his wife's death
and unearths evidence that could destroy one family's future. Magnolia
Grace: The Possession , a story told like never before through the eyes of the
possessed. Alexia Fast (Jack Reacher) is Grace: a naive, beautiful, virginal
college freshman trying to deal with campus culture and her outgoing new
roommate. But when a terror takes over her body and unleashes chaos, Grace
returns to the cold clutches of her severe grandmother (Lin Shaye) and the
strict rules of the church. Haunted by the horrific death of her mother and
deeply ingrained, destructive urges, she must stop the demon inside before
it's too late. Sony
CrazySexyCool The TLC Story tells the story of TLC's humble beginnings in
Atlanta, GA, which led to an unprecedented rise to fame in the 1990's as one
of the world's most talented, celebrated, and highest-selling female groups of
all time. Through very public and high-profile turmoil, success, and tragedy,
TLC left an indelible stamp of female empowerment that changed the face of
the music industry forever. Paramount
SnowPiercer After a failed global-warming experiment, a post-apocalyptic Ice
Age has killed off nearly all life on the planet. All that remains of humanity are
the lucky few survivors that boarded the Snowpiercer, a train that travels
around the globe, powered by a sacred perpetual-motion engine. A class
system has evolved aboard the train, fiercely dividing its population - but a
revolution is brewing. The lower-class passengers in the tail section stage an
uprising, moving car-by-car up toward the front of the train, where the train's
creator and absolute authority resides in splendor. But unexpected
circumstances lie in wait for humanity's tenacious survivors. Starz/Anchor Bay

